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SANTA FE NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1913.
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Several officials, however,
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the actual robbers have not been cap- ton privately and it was rumored that Brokaw, alias White, wanted on a ministration bill had attacked its to- Admiral Fletcher to remain in permit
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TIGE

I'eru, Ind.. Sept. 27. Officers are
.sf arching for Clyde Wilkinson, a farmer in this county. The mutilated body
of his wife was found buried in a
cornfield hack of the ham last evening, in the grave were also found
a man's bloody coat and shirt.
The woman disappeared August 29
COMand on that date Wilkinson began
a public sale which was held
ONE
two weeks ago. lie has not been seen
NEW since, and his two sons also are miss-
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PAGE TWO
LAXATIVE

FOR OLD

PEOPLE

First

"CASCARETS."

j

(let a

box now.
old people must give

to the
bowels some regular help, else they
suffer from constipation. The condt-itiois perfectly natural.
It is just
as natural as it Is for old people to
walk slowly. For age is never so
active as youth. The muscles are less
elastic. And the bowels are muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets.
'One might as well refuse to aid weak
eyes with glassas as to neglect tnis
gentle aid to weak bowels. The bowels
must be kept active. This is important at all ages, but never so much
Sas at fifty.
Age is not a time for harsh physics,
Youth may occasionally whip the bow- els into activity. But a lash can't be
used every day. What the bowels of
the old need is a gentle and natural
tonic. One that can be constantly
used without harm. The only such
tonic Is Cascarets, and they cost only
10 cents per box at any drug store.
They work while you sleep.
Most

New Cranberries!

PHOITE 40.

A

and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50
Oyster Shells, F.
. . . $ .05
Meat Scraps,
Ib.
Ground Charcoal, . . . $ .03

How to Avoid Thoe Pain! and DUtreu
Which to Many Mothers Have Suffered.

YOUNGSTER
"ECT0C0N0US"

IN

NORTHEASTERN NEW NEXICO,

BY

NEW

FIND OF

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
PHOISTE 19 W

SIDERED A GREAT
THE AMERICAN

BY

TREASURE

MUSEUM.

I

supposedIobTthree
Tt

j

million years old
j

XXXSXXJS

V

1p

'ihcr'rt

n

My

mr

womrn ilo nof know of
rwmly that sofiPii

UtTo lx a

inlets enables tlit'iu to eximnil without
strain uin he litfumentu and eimhlt'S
V'HiMu to pri thrmifrli maternity without pirt,
ii.t tiseji , morning sickness or any of the Urethkfl
h) iuittims m fftmtltur to many mothers.
i

p
;i'i,v

There 1h no ftwlisii diet to Imrasn the mind.
n':f thoughts (Jo not dwell nj"m pain ntnl suf-- :
!.na.
for all mifh nrp avuMeit.
Thousands of
men
no longer resign themselves to ihe
r.ntiKht Hint BK'kiiess and dlstrnsH are natural.
Friend they
Tl'i'y knw (tetter, for in Mother'
h ivp found ii wonderful,
penetrutlnt; reioetly to
Ii,"'iht nil those ilreaded exiwrienees.
Ir
a subject every woman should be fumi-I'iiitb, nitrl even though nhe mny not require
h
a renietly, she will now and then meet
ftiumprospective mother to whom ft word in
thtif atMit Mother'H Friinrt will come as a wonderful hlORslntc. This ftunoun remedy Is sold
by till rinii.'Ki'tt, and is only $1.00 a hottle,
Ii it for external nw only, and Is really worth,
to the Hrad
Write
iis weight In Bold.
ndd TteKiilator (Jo.. 127 Lamnr UlUtf., jUluriU,
ia., for it most valuable hook.

THAT THREE MILLION

YEAR OLD MAMMAL.
It's name is "Ktoconus," an

white-capper- s

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

L1G H
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- era home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to b
N

v

herbivorous creature.
in
northeastern
Discovered
New Mexico 2,000 feet below
earth.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
OFFERED TO FIX
It is one of 200 specimens
JURY-DRA- WS
found in this state.
Kxpedition headed by Dr. Wal- A YEAR IN PEN
ter Granger of American Muse- WOOD
FACTORY
SWASTIKA LUMP
V
S urn of Natural History.
Uiere will be other matters of much
SAWED WOOD
EBtttiiclu, N. M., Sept. 27. Manuel
It roundR out a very little
CERRILLOS LUMP
the
was brought into
in world's history.
interest, including the presence of
Jr.,
known
Sanchez,
WOOD
period
CORD
COAL
STEAM
court at
Governor McDonald, who will make
Torrance county district
one of niu-It is considered
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
nn address; the presence of the noted
Kstancia betore Judge Medler yesseum's most valued treasures.
sharpshooter, Captain A. H. Hardy;
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
terday and confessed that he had en!and the presence of a band of I.jO
tered to "fix" the jury hi the cat??
manifested by Apache Indians from the Mescalero
Much interest is
of the alleged Mountainair
convicted for the second time Santa Feana, scientists and others, in' agency, these aborigines to have with
this week. Sanchez, who was charges the report in the New York Tribune them a fine baseball team which will
with contempt of court in attempting of the discovery in northeastern New play Pecos Valley artists, and the In
ho tamper with a jury, was sentenced Mexico of a mammal said to have dians will also give war dances, medi-- j
All arrangements
etc.
by Judge Medler to one year in jail. Uived THREE MILLION YEA US AGO iine dances,
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
It is understood that before the It makes the mastadon look like a have not yet been completed, but large
ly so; and the following is a partial
jury was selected and during the trial youngster!
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Sanchez was heard to say that hi
jiiogram:
Says the Tribune:
Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn.
First day, October It Reception
could "fix" the jury with money and
Ranked as "Distinguished
of the American Museum of committee meets
convention dele-- j
to
remarks.
similar
make
president
Institution " by the U S.
of
Charles Noble and John Griffin, of Natural History, told yesterday
gates; Jim Hardup and family arrles;
War Department.
the defendants, made affidavits that most important discovery in northeast shoe muddle race; convention .ipens in
they had been tentatively approached em New Mexico by members of theij. o. O. F. hall; cow milking contest
Located In the beautiful Peool
on the subject by Sanchez. After jstaff of the institution of a imrnmnl in public street; water ba'He, fancy
Valley. S.700 feet above sea level,
flower parade;
uosblne every flay. Onea air
laying the matter before District At- that will round out a period in tl shooting exhibition;
about which lit baseball, Apaches vs. Whites; football. j,
work throughout tbe entire sea
B.
Hamilton and vorld's history
torney
Humphrey
Conditions tor physical
ion.
Artesia vs. Roswell High school; all-the court, the defendant led San- tie has heretofore been known.
and mental development are
'lower
Osborn said: "The mastaden evening smoker to visitors,
chez on to further commit himself
IDEAL such as cannot be found
with the result as stated. It is said is like a thing of yesterday when com- show; Elks' carnival.
elsewhere In America. FourSecond day, October IS Automobile
that Sanchez made a propostion to pared with it."
teen officers and Instructors, all
The mammal in question is known ;:ice through principal streets; recepNoble and Griffin after the jury had
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
as an ectoconus, an herbivorous crea- tion to excursionists arriving on specretired.
modern In every respect.
Manuel Sanchez, Jr., was elected ture that, lived three million yea"' ial trains 10, 10;10; industrial parade;
county clerk of Torarnce county i ago. In fact, in geological time it. is fiirst annual horse show; automobile
Regents
E. A. CAHOON, President.
year ago, but resigned when steps thousands of years older than any race; fine stock show; automobile
were taken to file an information for other mammal skeleton discovered no race; banquet; baseball. Apac he-- vs.
j. e. RHEA, Treasurer.
J. P. WHITE,
his removal on the ground of incom- to now. Only in northern France and Whites; joy ride, (first event of the
eviJOHN W. PO, Secretary.
kind ever advertised; war dance, medpetency. His father, Manuel San- - in Belgium have any fragmentary
cos-- ,
It. A. F1NLAY.
chez. Sr., was removed as sheriff for dences of mammals nearly that old- icine dance, by Apache Indians in con-Illustrated
bee;
nunarea
and
two
lie
been
spelling
tume;
tound.
speciFor
r
cause by Judge E. A. Mann when the
particulars
address,
imens collected oy the museum s party fetti battle.
l&tter was on the bench.
is in
The entire entertainment
in New Mexico include a complete
to
Similar
those
made
charges
COL JAS. W.W1LLS0N, Supt.
will charge of the chamber of commerce
I
against County Clerk Sanchez have skeleton of thein ectoconus, which haU of
the mammalian
Artesia, and every effort is being
recently been filed against Acasiojtake its place
as one of the museum's most treasured made for this to be the greatest event
Gallegos, who was appointed his
of the Pecos Valley.
Many of the
possessions.
re- features in the parade will be extremewho
has
Professor
Osborn,
just
of
Rumors
attempted or successful
unique; and not less than 25 autohave been frequent in tbe turned from a two months visit to ly
mobiles wiLl be handsomely decoratwest
in
where
the
three
regions
county recently but if any such praced and will compete for the first
it ,ni iim seum expeditions are at work, was
ha.
Indians will travel in the
prizes.
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find.
He
the
by
Igreatly
oi
gratified
. i
nr: ri r
i
n,
i iiiiii
iiiiiii
who had parade as they did a hundred years
Dr.
that
Walter
Granger,
'A summary action of Judge Medler.
found the complete skeleton of the ago.
horse some years ago, had
Subscribe for Uie Santa F- - Hes.
REVENUE CUTTER
jnlso been at the head of this expedi-the paper that boosts all
Mexican,
New
in
Mexico.
(lion
MOVED BY HUGE
The ectoconus," said Professor Os- the time and works for the upbuild
- "dates from the very beginning tog of our dw Stat".
ICEBERGS. SAUED
!
of the age of mammals. The skele
Effective September 25th to October 10th, 1913
ton was discovered in a stratum not
Washington, Sept. 2". The revenue far removed from that in which the
cutter Bear, moored to a menacing ice- remains of the dinosaur of the reptil
ONE-WAV
COLONIST EXCURSION TICKETS
berg and completely wedged in by ian period were found. It showed that
in
heavy floes of Arctic ice drifting in the ectoconus followed shortly after
Fe to
be on
from
t
a swirling current toward the north
the reptilian period came to a close.
V
Idaho,
Nevada, California,
pole, narrowly escaped destruction on 1 he
discovery rounds out a very little
H
its annual cruise from Nome to Point known
Oregon
period in the world's history.
Barrow, Alaska, America's most north- It is of great significance, and high
erly settlement in the frigid zone.
praise should be given the men who
In a report to Secretary
McAdoo discovered it
PACIFIC
DENVER & RIO GRANDE-WEST- ERN
made public today. Captain J. G.
Professor Osborn said the ectoconus
" The Royal Gorge Feather River Route "
commanding the Dear, re- - judging from its skeleton, somewhat
,' counts harrowing experiences of his resembled the wolf in size and conbe
Scenic Line par exvessel. In the grasp of the ice the tour and was peculiar to the North
Acknowledged
ship drifted helplessly with the
American continent, and was of a type
cellence of AH America.
for a whole night and day at the no longer existing.
The skeleton was found at 2,000 feet
pirate of five or six knots an hour.
"No apparent damage was done to below the surface of the earth. It, was
Through Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars between
the vessel in the pack," reported Cap found on the side of a bluff. Remains
Colorado, Common Points and All Points West.
tain Ballinger, "but it encountered of the nearest existing mammals have
tremendous swirls of the current and in the past been found at 1,200 feet.
destruction
The present arid region where the
by
narrowly escaped
ground ice miles north of Point Bar-- j important discovery was made at the
row.
It was entirely unmanageable, time of the ectoconus was traversed
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
finally drifting broadside through be- by a stream somewhat in size and
tween two heavily grounded berge shape like the Orinoco River of South
with but a few feet to spare at either America. The ectoconus lived in large
end, where she was worked around in- numbers in this land of plenty at that
to clear water."
time.
Professor .T. H. Sinclair, of PrinceThis was the Bear's annual cruise
on a mission of justice
and mercy, ton University, was one of Dr. Granwith the I'nited States Commissioner ger's expedition.
"The discovery about completes the
and marshal aboard. At Point Hope
of the
jit found a native with a broken leg, museum's work in that part
which was necessay to amputate. Sur- country, where excavations have been
geons sawed off the limb, and the conducted for three or four years. All
ship's carpenter made the injured man the specimens have come to the
a wooden leg.
Professor Osborn also visited the!
The parcels post has found its way
to Alaska, Captain Ballinger report-lin- Niobrara region in western Nebraska,
where a museum party under Albert
Our offer of 3 Boxes of
that the new mail service is
utilized by the natives in sending Thompson has been at work. He was
old
the
stream
bottom of the
shown
Vigorettes for $2.!G w'jich
fox skins to Seattle.
which was exposed through the use
has been appearing in this
by the expedition of 500 pounds of
Ipart ygiven up
disHere had been
nitroglycerine.
publication for the past
located covered
skeletons of the morpus, an
weeks ir. still good.
few
herbivorous animal larger than the
Washington, I). C Sept. 27. A. X rhino, and specimens uf the pygmy
Evans, commissioner of education for rhino. They existed in a period midtf you know a friend who
Alaska, and the crew of the schooner way between the mastodon and the
Wasp, lost for days in the Bering sea, ectoconus. Three of each will be exIs crippled with Rheuma'are safe at St. Michaels. 100 miles hibited in
groups to go in the center
from Nome. The Wasp was wrecked. of the mamalian
tism, or has Stomach or .
hall.
A STRAIGHT DROP OF 4,000 FEET FROM THE
A wireless report to the revenue cutSKY TO THE EARTH.
Kidney trouble, get them
ter headquarters gives no details.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

.95 per cwt.

DR. GRANGER'S EXPEDITION, CON-

'

WINTER GROCERY C

LIKE

LOOK

27, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone
cwt.

The Sunbeam

Salts, Calomel and Pills act on Liver
and Bowels like pepper acts in
Nostrils
Danger!

In

MASTODON Coming of

MAKES

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY,

INSTITUTE

j

desired.

P ow:ER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

mu-t;,.-

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

f

v

four-toe-

Colonist Excursion Fares.

-

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
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Telephone 9 W

104 DON QASPER ST.
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WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

STflTEFflinASSOCIflTlON

VIGORETTES

33rd Annual

$1.00 Per Box.

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

October 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, II, 1913.

SOMETHING NEW

Sky High Irving In His Parachute Drop From Roy
Francis' AeroplaneEvery Day !

uuijinjiiuonj"Jirrn-iri-

-

"

-

In Prize Premiums

$20,000

$20,000

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP ON ALL RAILROADS.

I

for
lost are

j

THE LATEST

ALFALFA FIESTA
AT HUE ARTESIA

FASHION NOTE

to try VIGORETTES,

Artesia. N. M.. Sept. 27. On OctoSays: "It Is a wise precaution against
getting holes in delicate hosiery to pow- ber 14, 15 and lfi, will occur a three-dader the shoes before putting fhm on."
festival in this city, when the falMany people pprlnkle the famous
lowing special events will take place:
into Meeting of the West Texas & Eastern
powder, Allen's
the shoes, and find that It saves lis cost New Mexico Press and Commercial
ten times over in keeping holes from hos- Clubs association; fourth annual Aliery as well as lessening friction and falfa Festival: annual Flower Show;
consequent smarting .uiil aching of tbe first annual Oil Jubilee; Horse Show;
feet
Stock Show; Resources Exhibit And

the

great German remedy that
has benefitted thousands

FRANK A. STORTZ,

MANAGER,

: :

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

ii-il-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

T.
rl V VUdl

B&S&L

Order by mail or ask your druggist

c

THE VIGORETTE

COMPANY,

HOUSTON, TEXAS

TBI

rx

J

An Hour
Instead of

A Dollar
A Day
Do you realize what this means to you and those depending on you?
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
Schools show you how your pay can be increased. It matters
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can and will
increase your earning capacity.
The I. C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your liking.
A dollar an hour is not cut of your reach, if you will only let
us help you. It will coat you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid all the resources of that great institution,
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
of six million dollars and founded and maintained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
women. If you want your pay increased, say
so at once.

m

iBtcnatloaa! correspondence Senools
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.

Mark and

Please explain, without further obligation on my
for the positina, trade, of
part, how 1 can qualify
profession before which I have marked X.
Electrical Wlremnn
Automobile Running
Electrical Enpineer
Poultry Fanning
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Engineer
StenographerMan
Advertising
Telephone
Expert
Show-CarSlationaiy Enginerr
Writing
Textile Manufacturing
Window Trimming
Commercial Illuktrat,
Civil Engineer
.
Industrial Designing
Buildinu; Contractor
Architectural Drafts.
Architect
f Spanish
Concrete Construct n
Chemist
French
Plumbing, Steam Fitt'g
Language J1 German
Mine Foreman
Banking
Mine Superintendent
Civil Service Italian

Mail the
Coupon
NOW

y

Foot-Kas-

Address All Communications to

MULLIGAN & RISING,

im7

I St. & No.
J

Cg

I

SEPTEMBER 27,

SATURDAY,

1913

.

tV

Eighteenth Sunday

ater

IMS.

Pentecost

b:.10 oclock a. ni
Second Mass at 9:S0 a. m., sermon

First

Mass

at

in English.

8IJwt8

-

'

j

Third Mass at 10:30 a m., sermon,
in Spanish, and Bened.cfon.

OALUPE.
Second
a.
mass

LADY

r

I

Z
j

'

T'

M. SH1MKK.

0ji

Pastor.!
U.

'Twas

a. m.

m.

6

Sermon

in

,

!

I

OF NOTED

DAUGHTER

MARRIED

JONES'

J

A

MOON

flWrX

Z'

NEAR

NEW

YORK

TO ENGLISH LAWYER
WILL

CALIFORNIA.

IN

Marcy streets.

mass
us so unto the!
"a" .into me let
Spanish and tn,'
,.....
Sunday school,!
f the Lord."
English.
Frank McBride, superintendent.
( 4r,
worship
Subject "Review." Morning
Church of The Holy Faith.
The pulpit will he supplied
11 o'clock.
j
by U"'
,T,r.rf,inir and evening
(Episcopal.)
of
Rev. Leonidas W. Smith, Rector.
Rev. K. B. Atwood, superintendent
Services Sunday, September 28th, j r.H0t miKsinns in New Mexico, .luu- rrtfs.
Hitl, ntil!iv iifter TrillitV.
.......
,
ior Endeavor 3 p. m. Senior Endeavor
S a. ni.
Holy Communion (corpor- C;45
Subject, "Giving to missionar
.... U Altar flllild Ulld
i.iace
work at home and abroad.
ai(! COIIllUUIllUU a I iuc
manna, leader. Evening worsiup i.io.
Memorial Service),
Usual
10 a. ni.
Sunday school.
Special music at both services.
Wednesday 7:45 p. m.
11 a. in.
Morning prayer (choral) praVH!.
"Alid this is life eternal, that they
,
litany and sermon.
miu-- h.j
September
Monday,
j, kllow tl,ee, tne oniy mi.f,nmninn it 10 a. ni. (St. Michael and Jesus Christ w hom inou nun
sent."
and all angles).
MOth
Meeting
Tuesday, September
the
m.
4
at
at
p.
ot the Altar Guild
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
of Mrs. R. J. Palen.
Friday, October ;! Regular meeting
De Vargas.
of the Guild at 2:30 p. m. at the resiWilliam T. Rosenkranz, City.
dence of Mrs. J. 11. Gerdes.
5
Denver.
.1. A. Sullivan,
Monthly meeting of the vestry at
Plainview,
Baron Brown and wife.
at the First National Hank.
1
Texas.
Order of Music.
B. T. Hallpike, Kansas City,
Organ Prelude
E. R. Cornell, Alamosa.
Processional Hymn "The Son of
M. 1. Ewell, Chicago.
God Goes Forth to War". .Whitney
H. B. Hamilton, Carrizozo.
Uoice
Venite
O.
H. A. Mendenhall, Steubenville,
Beethoven
Gloria Patvi
Albuwife,
and
V.
Patterson
A.
Buck
Te Deum
Nevin querque.
Jubilate
Will Watson, Albuquerque,
li'troit "Jerusalem The Golden"...
F. P. Kinneai, Denver.
Gerrish
Fred B. Commanghy, Denver.
A. S. Kirkpatrick, Soloist.
J. 11. Sandell, Scandia, Kans.
Thee
Need
"I
Every
Sermon Hvmn
Wm. L. Smith and wife, Dallas, Tex.
Lowrey
Hour"
(1. F. Lomas, New York.
Garratt
Glori Tibi
H. A. Abraham and wife, New York.
Beethoven
Gloria Patri
C.
A. Carrulh, Antonito.
"Selected".
Offertory Alto Solo
(',. L. Kalieu, Albuquerque.
Miss Edna Abrahamson.
M. K. Bouter, Milwaukee.
Sentence "All Things
Offertory
Frank Staplin. Albuquerque.
Come to Thee"
M. A. Otero, City.
Eecessional Hymn "The Church's
Wesley
One Foundation"
Coronado.
Organ Postlude
and wife, Madrid.
P.
Pischell
E.
Carroll,
II.
Jessie
Miss
Sopranos
II. Blanchard, Cerrillos.
Miss B. Bristow, Miss Dora Fischer,
M. Lobato, San Jose.
Mrs. L. C. Hall.
L. Lobato, San Jose.
Altos Miss Edna Abrahamson. Mrs.
J. R. Lobato, San Jose.
G p. D.
Krikpatnck, miss a. v..
C. F. Litz. Denver.
Marmon.
Wilson. Denver.
TenorsMr. A. S. Kirkpatrick, Mr. F.
A. P. Love, "1915."
T. A. Hayden.
1. K. Perpert, Del Norte Colo.
naritnne Mr. R. 1.. Omisbee.
,1. W. Dews, Del Norte, Colo.
Basso and Choir Director LlewHall.
C.
ellyn
Montezuma.
Organist Mrs. G. H. Van Stone.
.1. E. Larson. Denver.
Alter Attendant Carl von
E. C. Stanard, Shawnee, Okla.
J. B. Nail, Kansas City.
J, H, Faison. Dallas.
ST. JOHN'S METHODIST.
F. F. Zummach and wife, Las
Church.''
"A Home-LikThe Easy Yoke and Light Bur- gas.
E. G. Stout, Albuquerque.
den is the sermon subject at 11 a
Thos. Holland, Colorado Springs.
m
P. H. Knowlton, Denver.
The theme for the evening service
Geo. M. Cantwell, Alamosa.
at
o'clock, is: "The Builder ot
fn,rloti.jnltv "
C. L. Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
Sunday rchool at 9: 1" a. m.
vn man with a family to support
Bowlds, superintendent.
nor
Junion Kpworth League at 3 p. m. can afford to have kidney a trouble, at
remedy
need fear It with such
Maria Cannon, superintendent.
honconinr wnwnrth Leasue at 7 p. m. hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An
safe and reliable, costing
O. E. Schofield, president. Topic. "The est medicine,
hut doing much good, Foley KidMinistry of Sociability, lea uy h. v little
rheuney Pills eliminate backache and
.Pearson.
the system and reThe church family meeting on Wed- matism, tone up
felstore normal action of kidneys and
nesday evening at 7: .10 promotes
and bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
cherishes
helpfulness,
lowship,

First

9:30

ElMSLIE WED

ilxi

ii

SPEND HONEY-

SANTA FE.

MARRIED.
ELMSLIE PI L1TV.KRAT Lake
Tahoe. California, on Saturday,
September 2u, lit 13. Constance
Helen, daughter of Mrs. Joseph
Pulitzer, of New Yolk City, to

',

William Gray Elmslie. of
don, England.

Lon-

Ralph C. Ely.
As the hour was growing late and
oulv a short time until morning the
an
'party accepted an invitation to Val-!
Messrs.
V (elaborate dance given by

d

-

in the
The above announcement
New York Tribune, a copy of which
was received here this morning by a
to
prominent banker, is of interest
Hanta Feans and tells of the culmina-

-

"soon-to-In-tion of a romance in which
Santa Feans figure.
For some time it has been known
that Miss Constance Pulitzer, daughter of the famous newspaper man, intended to live near Santa, Fe and for

reason, she and her sister purchased the Bishop's ranch. Work ot
remodeling and enlarging the bungalow on the ranch has been going on
litiiidlv. Those who saw the enormous
basement for the. now building wondered if the house was to be used for
of
just Miss Pulitzer or for membersit Is
her family. Now it seems that
lor a bridal couple, and perhaps the
three
honeymoon is to be spent just
miles from the city of romance:
The other house to be erected on
Mrs.
Bishop's ranch is for Mr. and
William McAdoo Moore, sister and
brother-in-laof Miss Pulitzer, now
I. iat

j

i

"n

.

Mrs.
It
don
who

CiCt

lundigham of the Iteming Headlight
Ely of the Iteming
These gentlemen had
Graphic
this dance without the knowledge of the party and was indeed a
I
very pleasant surprise and one great-enjoyed.
ly
Hon.
The following were present:
i.l. T. Leonard of Gainesville, Texas, A.
C. Raithel, Chris. Railhel. Hon. jonn
Corbett, Mayor of Deming. H. H.
D. B.
Kelly, Senator C. J. Laughren,
Stevens, W. K. Holt, secretary of the
chamber of commerce, Hon. it. C. Ely,
president New Mexico Fair associa-H.
tion. C. E. Ely of the Graphic, E.
Vallandigham of the Headlight, Joa
Kelly, W. S. Clark, R. Swanzy, Dr.
Kimiear, S. Lindauer, J. B. Hodgdon,
Edw. Pennington, A. W. Pollard, J.
Col.
S. Williams, Joe Roseborough,
McGrorty. Dr. S. D. Swope, Dr. Moir,
X. A. Holick, Frank Nordhuus, M. A.
v..,ii,..,nu I. .1 Pritchett and H. G.
lush.
and Clyde Earl

.

j

Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily follow nepilect.
Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken Into your system mean restored
rekidneys and bladder action, and a
turn of health and strength. The Capital Pharmacy.

Elmslie.
is said that Mr. Elmslie is a Lonand that he was the one

INTERESTING

lawyer

picked out Bishop's ranch for the

PERSONALITIES

Pulitzers.

IS "STAMPEDING"

FOR "YELLOW

DUST

"

REALLY WORTH THE
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titled "If Automobiles Could Talk I
Would Hum Mine."
Eleventh. "Guess Who's," by Chris
Iiaithel was greatly appreciated and,
to numerous
Mr i!:.iihel resDonded
encores.
Twelfth. "Impressions or tne mini'
hires Valley by a Stranger,' by Hon.
i.l T. Leonard of Gainesville, lexas.
"State and County
Thirteenth.
Fairs and Their Deiiefits," by Hon.

MISS PULITZER AND MR.

THE PROUD FATHER.

makes truth personal.
Epworth league business meeting.
liursuav evening iu
"V
congregation at
la"
nil these services.
and
by tlle pastor

THE CHURCHES.
.

..
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PRICE? ORATORY AND EATS
AT DtMINu I OWN

elms.

C.

Moore,

president

of

the

International
exposi
intAMiKt-nuuMtion which opens at San lrancisco,
27.-M
SAWYER IN THE HEART OF ALASKA'S
N.
Sept.
Deming,
February 20, 1!H5, was elected without
traveling freight and his
Cunningham,
consent. He was in Europe.
& S. A.
G.
II.
the
of
'TELLS HORRORS OF HITTING TRAIL THAT WINDS
passenger agent
This presidency is no small job.
commerK.
T.
Partridge,
railway, and
Here's whut the man who took it
cial agent of the Orient, are investi- has to do:
in
SHUSHANNA.
the
TO
THROUGH ICE
gating the crop conditions
Absolutely abandon his business.
asvalley and are offering any
Work without pay 18 hours a day.
than
'is
"ScohtT
steeper
the going on
sistance in their power to the farmers
Here's what the president had to
a staircase.
in the marketing of crops.
be:
Of folly there is no end in this gold
Mrs. J. 11. Schurtz and son Paul.
A wonderful organizer; a diplomat
so-the
with
men
insane
their
Only
from
returned
pleasant,
stampede.
'have
lust for gold will try to torn a giaciai journ on the Pacific coast.
U.
stream waste deep with a pack on
P J. O'Leary of Beniindji, Minn.,
their back. That only four were lost L McGullin of Mason, Texas; Roht. B.
the Kiizena ami Cliuistone rivei Bliss of Clin on, Arizona; Harry Weav-as not the fault of the stampeders! er of South Uend, lnd., are among the
Men who under other circumstances Mimbres valley prospectors todaj.
oi
to walk two blocks
The tours and racing committee
would hesitate
and an umbrella the El Paso Automobile club, includwithout rubbei-G. A.
"mushed" all day in wet. clothes with ing Chairman R. H. Rinehart,
their shoe packs full of water. Men- Martin, Will J. Rand accompanied by
Deming
o had never been in Aiasia ueiuit- rqjino Carter, passed through
to
a
last night at 5 o'clock en route
started across Russell glacier in
Phoenix. They carrieu an me
blizzard!
the
sary equipment to properly put up the
along
the
mark
and
places
signs
i.i.,i.wnv Unit needed improvement.
The heavy rain delayed their trip from
El Paso to Deming.
inAn event of more than ordinary
terest was the 7 o'clock dinner given
at the Harvey house last evening by
H
U. Bush, general manager of the
of
Deming Lumber Co., to a number
and
his friends, prominent citizens
business men of this city, which func- ,
tion was in honor of Mr. Bush's
DRAPED.
ARE ALL
J. T. Leonard of Gainesville,
NEW
of the
Texas, editor and proprietor
of that
Daily and Weekly Register Bush and
The back of the frock is illustrated,
CHAS. C. MOORE,
city, who is here visiting Mr.
President of (lie P. P. I. Exposition.
because it shows the almost uiiiveif.nl
family.
The evening entertainment outside
to
cut of the new skirts and the peculiar
of the lavish supply of good things
and a driver; a man of
t cmiaisted of a unique and laughsome
in
is
that
j
part of the fashion
Grid Iron and patience to stand the Blams, jabs,
provoking program of the
pricks of the horde of knock,
prepared and enunci- and pin
skirts you find the drapery in front
A
man of great wealth, willing
G.
ers.
H.
ated by the host as toastmaster,
to sacrifice it to the undertaking.
and sometimes in the back. You can
Bush.
There wasn't a run for the job.
vlcilius was
m( m,o nr the sneakingwhich
almost wear your skirt either sloe
he was Moore, with no chance to refuse, was
Shows Carl Whithm,
on
nf
Picture
the
subject
Upper
at
elected.
announcen'd lady of threaa Who Staked the Second Claim
as d'd
expected to talk, until the
He was sore at. first, then he said:
rhs
ment was made by the master or cereShushanna, Ready for Work. and
Demos "I'll take it. under these conditions:
monies, and the trembling
Lower Picture Shows Wm. JamesBoxes.
and that no director recommend anybody -Sluice
thenes, commanded to come forth
Helpers at Work at the
(This was to kill
was a for appointment.
forth
The
coming
James Discovered Shushanna.
expatiate.
accept com
sug politics); no director
the
but
subjects
response,
ready
unr(By E. O. Sawyer.)
pensation for his services, nor
Rested were not so willingly handled,
as est himself in any concession or profit
Staff Correspondence.
in fact, avoidance was the rule,
with the exposiSHUSHANNA.
manifested
particular making connected
"The Dyea trail to the Klondike each speaker caution and scruniM.i..
Now the smoke is out of my eyes,
tion: directors shall pay for their
everyone
when
nearly
At
midday
the pains, special
for
n unveri street compared to
I came.
and 1 am losing my appetite
of the text and banquets.
camp was on the jump.
over Scolai Pass after the care to steer clear
l
At a cost of $50,000 per year to his
beans seasoned with gravel, upon a man lying in the sun on a
the eager audience was
s
consequently,
an
let
said
30,"
raw
of
bacon,
and
blizzard
and the ruination of his diAugust
business
rare
soggy hotcakes
subjects
the
on
bar.
gravel
who ought to know. He crawl not enlightened
Moore is making good for
rant a bit on stampeding on the trail
the
gestion,
"Lost
respective
he.
said
naD."
was
supposed,
.iiwt tnkiiiE a
and which it
ed over Scolai on his hands
the exposition is ahead of schedule.
as 1 sit here in camp at Shushanna,.
blankets in the Nabesna, so I have knees, digging holes in the ice witn speakers were scientific experts.
reverberated
the seat of the new gold fields of; my
do
hall
and
hnnnnet
tc sit up by a fire all night
a hunting knife!
Alaska
with' applause and encore throughout SEE IF THE CHILD'S
F:isv inonev?
Firet' of all, put gold in the list of my mushing around in the morning
TONGUE IS COATED.
fnut
enncluding witn tnree
..
.1..,
i ".
utrin
siet-Alaska!
such
auuiauu
isn't
cocaine
any
There
the
P
men
for
speakers
over
all
and a tiger
Victim of the seductive
spots
In
Somebody pays for every ounce of cheershad so cunningly acquitted them- Mother! Don't hesitate! If cross, fevP
But
who
T'tnire
a "shot in could be seen sleeping in the sun.
his life blood.
with
dust
or
erish, constipated, give "CaliforWell
'more rresponsible what do they do on cold days?
selves of anv entangling alliances re
?P
is, as I see it,
nia Syrup of Figs.
difference
The
only
anything
knew
ack oi
that they
it was cold days an
tbln a man stampeding for gold.
that there is more chance for the poor suspicion the topics propouiiiieu.
garding
mother! if
man
nr
wiv.
e.A 'til miles
Look at the tongue,
man here than "outside" the
which was
-"
IJIAIJ
litfollowing is the program
reach Shushanna out of camp and with
,wivt tn rroes. 40 milPS of "back home" penniless.
nothing hut his two hands to carried out to a finish by the oratoric- coated, it is a sure sign that your
bowels
and
it all
liver
it
worth
is
win!
But
streams.
stomach,
one's
him
tle
help
gravel bars along glacial
Speaking of food, the amount oi the hardships, even for $15,00n, which al victims:
thorough cleansing at
over sharp crags
of goat-traper
First. "Why I love the Socialist need a gentle,
ol that commodity consumed per day
the
luckiest,
,
12 miles
of
the
some
once.
stampeders,
and rough
is undoubtedly
party," Hon. John Corbett. he a Morwith jus! man in Shushanna
taken out?
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,Second.
"Why I want to
slippery moraine and ice,
than in any other gold camp have
natugreater
through
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act
six miles of "good going"
mon." by Senator C. J. Liiughren.
in Alaska, and that's going some!
stomacn
fevensn.
is
the
trail
early
or
neons
rallv.
the
in
"The
Danger
Third.
pine scrub that's
soro
The high altitude, together with the BALL PLAYER AND
has stomach-ache- ,
stampeders traveled from McCarthy fact that trails around camp lead over
Thrown from an Automobile in Sum- breath bad;
a
of
cold,
full
give
UP
IT
diarrhoea,
MUSS
BEAR
throat,
one a good
to Shushanna.
mer Time," H. H. Kelly.
of
rough ground, gives every
"California
Syrup
of
a
Summer
teaspoonful
Fourth. "The Need of
Of course, it is slightly ainereut appetite.
the foul.
Figs." and in a few hours all
club" hv A. W. Pollard.
now. Wlin OO llllla ui "
Minn.. Sept. P. J. Barry, wMm.-nr'for two men.
meal
a
Beaudette,
Here's
sample
waste, undigested tooo
the
of
constipated
a Chaperon
the
SpenFifth.
for
miles of sledding over the ice, and Four
nitched
"Being
who
f
ri.ienmv
chops,
pounds of Alaska sheep
and sour bile gently moves um
Widowers.' 'by Joe Kelly.
it will he 80 miles of sledding
ten slices of bacon, a pot of beans, iCBr (Minn.) baseball team recently. Summer
Sumthe
of
after
little bowels without griping, and you
no
"Reminiscences
it's
Lake
Sunday
Sixth.
the
to
with
friend
that
a
but
three cups of tea each, ten flap jacks journeyed with
have a well, playful child again.
S. D. Swope.
Dr.
anu
Widowers."
by
mer
were
noon pleasure stroll.
to
tlsning,
of the Woods. They
and a pot of rice!
Yon needn't coax Bick children
Fertilizer
of
Need
"The
a
seventh
nookea
You don't walk to si.usnan.m,
,uu,
hanama aenarated. Barry
harmless "fruit laxative
this
by
Valley,"
take
Mimbres
in
the
ou
while
"mush
and
know-ywalking Spreaders
jfifteen-pounis welcome!
pike,
thev love its delicious taste, ami
tundra j ju8t a8 big
plodding over a few miles of
mulligan alone endeavoring to lana it in urea W. E. Holt."B is Easier to Prove an alw'avs makes them feel splendid
and
ck
with
th
foot
moss
a
Here Is one of the niftiest of
Eighth.
hot- - .
or
Ltews gonu, aU the time-ea- ting
them rocks he came face to face
Ask vour druggist for a ofrcent
Alibi When Driving a Horse than an
.ater vr.ii annrec ate to a
gowns.
of
by a cub.
URs,
accompanied
bear,
R. C. Ely.
tie of "California Syrup
origin of that descriptive word
Mrs. Bear immediately rushed the Automobile," by Hop.
It is made of black and whin mixed
for DaDies,
for two men, al)d a
rrn niirht there's something amusing make a fair meal
"The Need of Female Mis- which has directions
Ninth.
a
size of a spring ihall player. They roughed it. anu
silk ratine.
the
is
about
all ages and for grown-upof
Widowd
en
in
ptarmigan
Summer
the
over
tundra
aisionaries
man
Among
a
ine
ot
of
stumbling
about
best
the
with
was
t
Beware
in
is
the
froi
bottle.
getting
skirt
Barry
The
plain
the
chicken.
T). B.
heavy boots in chase of a few young
Counterfeit, sold here. To be wr.
much to gument, when in a clinch lie sieppeu ers." by This Stephens.
one side lapping over the other and reone
the
of
prokill
feature
to
Tenth.
an
in
attempt
0.
ptarmigan
,ta w, and feu.
the genuine ask to see that
vealing a slash directly in front. The
gram was decidedly the climax of the vou get
with a club, but when you una out,
it. Then
with
onrt
it
walk
uustairs
coat is particularly stunning with its
made
by "California Fig Syrup
is
the
ui,
that
wort
from personal experience,
The hat with the visor will be
The men captured the cub ana iook evening.
those
Refuse any other kind
of
waistline in front outlined with a wide
the
raalize
strength
will
Company."
beautiful
to
a
song
same
is
you
The
being
man's life depends on his ability
it with them. Barry will take the ani
much this winter." The one shown
that
who
en- - with contempt.
lads
belt and its smoked pearl buttons.
packed
"skookum"
cease
Mr.
Joe
Roseborough,
rendered by
recovers.
with a military hit the birds or starve you
Scolai Pass, and part of mal to Chicago when he
The belt crosses in the back and is ot dark gray velvet feathers.
to see anything funny in his wobbling much over
plume of green coque
brought up to the shoulders.
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news

NEAP BIG REDSKINS WILL GO ON WARPATH FOR
MUGGSY IN THE WORLD SERIES.

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER 27,

1913.

distinct command, and Virginia real
it would be useless to argue fun
ther at that moment. She sat down
at the table, and Oku entered with
Clubs.
New York, N. y., Sept. 27. Foot-bal- l the wine. Stafford poured a glass for
begins to crowd baseball. With her, but she gave no heed to the act
National League.
the teams of Harvard, Princeton and He had finished his third glass before
Clii!)
Won Lost Bet. lYnnsvlvauia on the field for thpir he knew that she had not even tast
DUFFY AND TORRES TO
New York
f'"s initial contests of the season
97
ft;
today, ej hers.
MEET AT ALBUQUERQUE.
C7
.599 the gridiron game will be a factor of
83
Philadelphia
Then he leaned over the table and
64
.568
Chicago
J4
increasing importance on the calendar sought to kiss her. She arose and
Albuquerque, X. M., Sept. 27.
.528
til)
;77
Pittsburg
of sport from now until the closing started for her room. He seized her.
Duffy, the Brooklyn lightweight, Boston
B4
Si
.141
Yale and Cornel! She struggled to free herself, crying,
days of November.
and Jack Torres, champion
SI
.434
62
Brooklyn
their playing schedule last In abject fear, "Let me go! Let ma
of Albuquerque, who fought a teni Cincinnati
6:!
85
.426 opened
Wednesday and returned to the grid- go!"
round draw some time ago before the St Louis
!iS
49
Stafford, now crazed by the wine,
iron for the second game of the
New Mexico A. C., will meet In a reautumn today. Cornell faces Colgate was determined to have his own way.
turn match fair week, according to an
American League.
He knew his right and his might. The
announcement made last night by DiClub
Won Lost Pet. and Princeton met Rutgers.
brute that gave its claws and teeth
Harvard
Yale.
and
Pennsylvania
rector Mary Levy, of the club. Di- Philadelphia
51
.652
95
meet-- ' to him he was fighting for an educarector Levy has secured Duffy's sig- Cleveland
S3
62
.572 had easier propositions, the Eli's
tiou in his younger days asserted its
the
Uig
facing
Quakers
Holy
Cross;
nature to articles for another bout. Washington
S4
63
.571
presence now with added force.
and
Harvard
up
Gettysburg
lining
and expects to sign Torres today. The IiOBton
67
.52,S
"Oh, no, you don't," he hissed.
lout will be for ten rounds and will Chicago
.310 against the University of Maine.
.73
Other games of intrest today in the "Come on, now kiss me and show
be carded In all likelihood the same Detroit
S4
.423
(52
we're friends."
93
.372 east were:
55
night as the proposed ChicoPuryear St. Louis
"I can't," she cried.
Dartmouth Massachusetts Aggies at
or ChiooOrrison
90
contest, the two .New York
.371
53
"Can't? Why?"
Hanover.
bouts furnishing a card of two main
"For one thing, the odor of stale
at Providence.
events Thursday night of fair week.
American Association.
at Easton, Pa. wine and whisky isn't pleasant."
Club
Won Lost Pet.
Telpgrams have been exchanged
"Is there any other reason?" he debe tween Director Levy and Puryear, Milwaukee
.591
j Syracuse Hobart, at Syracuse, N. Y.
66
96
t
at South Bethle manded.
.5S1
69
94
and between Levy and Orrison, the .Minneapolis
"Yes, there Is, and a very important
HO
.573 hem, Pa.
hitter being a clever bantam of Kan- - Lmisville
Williams Rensselaer Poly at Wil cue. I don't want to kiss you."
71
.570
sas City, who is Baid to be a boy with c, lumbtis
93
"That means that you don't love me.
90
.460 lis mstown.
76
championship aspirations in the 116- - St. Paul
of
94
.417
6S
University
Pittsburgh - Ohio Is that it?"
pound class. Orrison is under the Indianapolis
"I love the man I married love him
96
.409 Northern at Pittsburgh.
t8
management of Jimmy Hurst, the Kansas City
with all my heart and soul, and he
.403
97
06
Kansas City boxing manager, who has Toledo
loves me. But you are not the man I
Games in the West.
Wild
Cat Fern, Charley Arenson,
Chicago, III., Sept. 27. With the married. You're a stranger, a man
Western League.
Tommy Dixon and other good boys in
Won I,ost Pet. University of Minnesota and the Uni- inflamed with liquor, a man who comes
Club
his stabla.
r.s
.631 versity of Indiana elevens
99
playing to me and talks of love when it isn't
Denver
(17
.574 their first games, the football season love at all; a man whose every pro90
Des .Moines
STEVE KETCHEL GETS
That's
.521 was formally opened in the west to testation of love is an insult.
S2
76
DECISION OVER YOAKUM. St. Joseph
78
S2
.516 day. Minnesota meets the University 'lie man you are, and I hate him; I
Lincoln
him!"
S1
.485 of South Dakota and the Hoosiersjl-st76
Denver, Colo., Sept. 27. Steve Ket Omaha
71
S3
.457 piay De Pauw.
Seeing the effect of her stand, Virchel of Chicago, was given the deci- !Topeka
90
.437
70
Other foot ball games today in the ginia took advantage of his surprise
sion over Stanley Yoakum of East La; Sioux City
and ran from his presence. But be.391 west are:
96
62
Vegas, N. M., here tonight at the end Wichita
of the ten rounds of fierce flghtin;,
Ames against Grinnell, at Grinnell. fore she had reached the door to her
Miami against Wilmington, at Ox- room he had again caught her In his
The decision was popular.
aims.
The bout was bitterly contested at!
ford.
"Who were you till I married you?"
the way, the advantage being first
Lawrence against Kauwauna, at ApNational League.
he asked. "Nobody! What were you?
with one and then with the other. In
pleton.
Chicago at Cincinnati.
the ninth round Ketchel had Yoakum
Monmouth against Monmouth High, A telephone girl, getting $10 a week.
Pittsburg at St. Louis.
And now who are you? You're Mrs.
all but out, yet was unable to follow
at
Monmouth.
Boston at Philadelphia.
Stafford! And what are you.
up his advantage on account of
(Robert
New York at Brooklyn.
You're the wife of one of the richest
holding. The advantage
men in the country!
And how did
by Ketchel won Referee Rudy
American League.
Unholz's decision.
at
St.
Louis
Chicago.
In the
between Charley
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept. 27. Final
Cleveland at Detroit (2).
(score: University of Pittsburgh. 67;
Scully of Chicago, and Walter Walat
New
York.
Washington
Ohio Northern University, 6.
ters, of Denver, Referee Newhouse
Philadelphia at Boston.
could see no advantage for either at
the end of ten fairly fast rounds of
Cambridge, Mass., Sept. 27. Final
American Association.
score: Harvard, 34; University of
fighting and called it a draw.
Kansas
at
Columbus.
City
Joe Flynn, of Denver, stopped
Maine, 0.
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
Harry Nobles of St. Paul, in the third
Toledo.
Minneapolis at
round of a scheduled
prePhiladelphia. Pa Sept. 27. Final
St. Paul at Louisville.
score: Pennsylvania, 53; Gettysburg,
liminary. Referee Maynard officiated
' '
in this bout.
0.
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Today's Games.

1

p

FERNS OUTLASTS BILLY
WALTERS FOR 10 ROUNDS

Today's Games.

Princeton, N. J., Sept.
Princeton, 14: Rutgers,

National League.

re:

Final

New Haven, Ct., Sept.
At Brooklyn
Final
Kenosha, Wis., Sept. 27. "Wildcat"
Ferns of Kansas City, had the better New York
4
0
Yale, 10; Holy Cross, 0.
of "Billy' 'Walters of Chicago, in their Brooklyn
4 n
bout in the Kenesha arena
Minneapolis, Mill a., Sept. 27. First
Demaree, Crandall and Myers, Mc
THE FAMOUS INDIANS OF THE NEW YORK TEAM: JIM THORPE, .Met! RAWS $5,000 GAMBLE, WHO, last night. Ferns was carrying the Lean; Rucker and Fischer.
period: Minnesota, 14; South Dakota,
0.
ALTHOUGH A GREAT ATHLETE, HAS YET TO PROVE HIMSELF A STAR BALL PLAYER, AMD
CHIEF fight to the Chicagoan most of the
time and Walters took an awful beatAt Philadelphia
WHO WILL DO THE GREATER PART OF THE CATCHING FOR THE
MYERS, THE SLUGGING BACK-STOing.
3 MISS HELMER
9 11
IS NEW
Boston
GIANTS IN THE WORLD'S SERIES.
In the early rounds the battling was
4
8 11
WESTERN GOLF CHAMP.
Philadelphia
fairly even, but Ferns had a big adRudolph and Rariden; Chalmers.
vantage in the closing rounds. Wal- Brennen, Imlay, Mayer and Dooin,
27. Miss
Memphis, Tenn., Sept.
ters took more punishment than any
Burns.
Myra Helmer of the Midloathian club,
man who has ever appeared In a Ken- - Killifer,
Chicago, is the new champion of the
csha ring. Fern was hitting two
women's western golf association, winAt Cincinnati
blows to one for Walters in the last
11 12
Chicago
lining her match with Miss Ruth Chisfive rounds of the fight, but Wallers
2
9 4 holm, Cleveland, in the finals of the
Cincinnati
was fighting back gamely, although
Vaughn and Archer; Johnson, Rob-- i pen tournament, "ffte up and three
too weak to make any impression on
ertson and Blackburn.
jto play.
Scenes From "Bought and Paid For,"
the aggressive "Wildcat."
to Be Presented at the Elks Theatre
Neither of the men showed cham
At St. Ixmis
GIANTS EXPECT TO BE
Next Wednesday Night.
form
as
an
and
elimination
pionship
1
8
4
SO SPEAKS THAT MIGHTY SLUGGER OF THE PITTSBURG PIRATES HANS
Pittsburg
FAVORITES
FOR 16
THIS YEAR.
WAGNER, WHO
match for the welterweight title, the St.
5
3
3
Louis
Because there is some doubt as to
YEARS HIT OVER .300. "HIT THE FIRST ONE MATTY PITCHES, BUT WAIT EM OUT ON TESREAU,"
battle was a failure.
I bought you
Duffy, O'Toole and Gibson: Hopper, the pitching strength of the Ath- get you for my wife?
In the
ADVISES HANS.
Bobby Hayes, Sallee and
letics this year, it seems almost and I pand for you, and anything I
Snyder.
of Philadelphia, shaded Artie Arm
certain that the Giants
will
be have bought and paid for belongs to
strong of Chicago.
American League.
made favorites by those specula- me. And now will you kiss me?"
r
"No," cried Virginia, almost in desinclined in
the
Hans Wagner.
tively
coming
McGRAW THINKS INJURIES
"I will not."
New York
At
peration.
world's
series.
OF PLAYERS NOT SERIOUS.
(By Hans Wagner.)
8
"Oh, yes you will! And if you don't
Washington
York
and
Reports from New
3
New York
Statement by National League's Slugpoints m the west state that some
New York, N. Y., Sept. 27. ManGroom, Love and Henry; Caldwell commissioners
have already been
For just a moment Stafford seein-eging Shortstop.
McGraw, of the New York Naager
Smith and Sweeney.
I wouldn't be surprised to see Al
to realize that he was allowing himplaced which make the Giants fa- It was learned today believes Pieh,
tionals,
Demaree fool the Athletics about as
vorites at 6 to 5, and it is more self to become dangerous. He stopthat
received
injuries
Thursday night
At Boston
than likely that Ithese figures will ped suddenly and, collecting himself,
badly as any pitcher on McGraw's
and yesterday to Larry Doyle and
3
6 2; prevail until the series
staff.
The Athletics have batted
Philadelphia
begins. But asked:
will
Fred
pot necessarily Boston
Snodgrass
5 It
3 it does not follow that the betting
"What's the use of quarreling? 1
against both Mathewson and
out
of
them
the
series.
world's
keep
Houck and Lapp; Collins and Snell. will influence the result. It does don't want to be mean to you. I want
and may have learned some
To what extent the heavy hitting secseem that the Mack twirling staff to be nice to you."
thing which will help them solve their
ond baseman, and the Bpry center
At Detroit (First game)
is nothing like it was in 191L
deliveries. Demaree is a newcomer.
"Then why do you wish to degrad':
would feel the effects when the Cleveland
fielder
612 2 Coombs is not available, and Plank me?" she sobbed, her lips trembling in
though he is not a kid by any means.
Giants face the Athletics cannot be Detroit
7 12 1 and Bender are not what
He has a delivery which has fooled
they used mingled anger and humiliation. Fis
answered at this time. The injured
me often this season. He puts on
Steen, James, Cullop and O'Neil; to be, judged on their work in the words had hurt her beyond repair. All
due to Doyle's automobile
shoulder,
Comstock
and
Gibson.
Dubuc,
Nor is there any too well she knew that what he had
speed when you would swear he is
regular race.
mishap, and the "Charley horse"
reason for believing that any of said was the truth. She was nothing
pitching slow ones. I watched him
in
Snodgrass
developed
yesterday's
Mack's young pitchers will be able when he married her, and the realizaAmerican Association.
warming up before one of the games
game may leave a stiffness that would
he pitched against the Pirates, and I
to hold the Giants in check.
But tion of that came to Virginia in a wa7
deinterfere
with
the
work
smooth
what the American league winners she had never considered before.
At Indianapolis
thought he had no smoke at all, but
manded
the
series.
by
big
when I stepped to the plate he was
3 10
Milwaukee
may lack In pitching they are sure
"Degrade you?" he repeated, as if
Mrs. Doyle asserted today that, her
to make up with their stick work, dumbfounded. "Why you're my wife- 2 4
shooting them over like cannon balls,
Indianapolis
husband
a
worse
had
than
nothing
and it is in this respect that the! You belong to me."
yet he was not using a motion which
Young and Hughes; Merz ,nd
examinabruised shoulder. An
indicated much exertion.
Athletics have a great advantage.
"Does that make the degradation
to
tion
had
failed
show
broken
any
Of course, Mathewson's head will
The Giams lack the punch.
This
less?" she cried. "When I
bones.
has been proved ' on innumerable any the
help him in the big series, but the
At Toledo
married you I dd not become your
chances are against Christy being as
will
and
their
11
occasions,
14
2
pitching
Minneapolis
SNODGRASS AND DOYLE
property. Do you own me? Have I
effective as he has been in similar
Toledo
6 9 0 have to be of the best to offset this
surrendered all my rights in myself?
MAY NOT BE ABLE TO PLAY.
series in the past. Age tells on the
weakness.
Fiene and Rondeau;
Baskette,
If so, then marriage is horrible."
best of players. Matty has not been
Dashner, Benn and Young.
Changing her tone to one of pleading,
so successful lately as he once was,
Brooklyn, Sept. 27. The supporters
she begged: "Let me go, dear? Please
SYNOPSIS OF THE
of the New York Giants in the world's
hut he uses his brains about as much
At Columbus-Kans- as
i let me g0?"
series got a double shock last night
as any pitcher in the business, and
AV
TAMING
PI
RIfi
3 13
City .
VWI'JIIIU OIV
tn hpnr ha answer
without
when they learned that Captain Larry
he is likely to get by when a man with
1
Columbus .
5
she rushed once more to the door of
more stuff would fail.
Doyle had been injured in an automo
Morgan and O'Connor, Moore; Da
her room.
Chapter VIII.
bile accident and Outfielder Fred
My opinion is that the hitting in the
vis and Smith.
Had Virginia been less a woman of
"Good night!" she called.
world's series will depend very largely
Snodgrass had sprung a "charley
high ideals she might have fallen in
"Oh, no , you don't!" And Staffori
horse" in the game at Ebbetts fieM
on whether one or the other teams
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
with her husband's mood, and by was at her side before she could make
is suffering from a slump. By that I
yesterday. Neither is likely to play
laughter and mutual good fellowship good her escape.
mean to express my belief in the conagain for a week and may be out of
Reports of games received loo late avoided the scene that followed.
"Don't touch me!" she sobbed.
the series with the Athletics for the
viction that when a man is batting at
He sent for wine. She asked him
New
"Just give me one kiss just one
his best he can hit any t wirier in the
world's championship. Doyle receiv- for publication in yesterday's
not to drink it. He caught her in his and I'll let you go."
eu his injury last night as he was driv- Mexican:
world and when he Is off his stride a
arms and kissed her, despite her
"You promise that, Robert?"
novice, can fool
him. I've studied
ing home in the automobile he won as
American League.
"Yes."
the best all around National league I
slumps, but I've never been able to
At Chicago
"Come, now, be a nice Utile girl,'
explain them and I've never heard of
Thinking to satisfy him, she adplayer of 1912. Snodgrass opened up St. Louis
2
9 1 he coaxed, his calm speech little be
a recipe for curing one except pegging
vanced and kissed him gently on the
the game yesterday with a single to
3
5 0 traying the delirium that was
raging cheek.
away till your eye comes back.
ctnter and slowed up turning first. He Chicago
Leverenz and Agnew; Benz and in his brain.
Tesreau has a puzzling delivery, but
"Not that kind," he corrected; "a
limped and then retired in favor of Schalk. (10
innings).
I imagine he will have more trouble
"Oh, Robert, you have had enough. real kiss." Without further arguCooper.
t
to me and let ment he drew her close to him and,
Please say
beating the Athletics than the other
BABY RELIANCE WINS
me go to my room. I am so tired. as she struggled to free himself, ha
Giant burlers, because he has lacked
AEROPLANES MAKE RECORD
MOTOR BOAT CONTEST.
control nearly all season. In these very clever ball last fall, yet he could itwirler like Matty, who seldom gives
Please let me go."
OF 118.6 MILES AN HOUR.
pressed her up to him until her lips
"But I want you to drink with me," touched his. Then he released her.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 27. The
postseason games it usually requires not win, and he's a year older now. ia base on balls, can only be beaten by
29.
The re
France,
Rheims,
Sept.
airtight twirling to win. When
Marquard is a bit erratic and re-- hitting at his early pitches. By that markable speed of 118.6 miles an hour Baby Reliance, driven by Jay Smith, he insisted.
"Oh, my God!" she cried.
She had started for her room. As
spitter is breaking right for quires more uuurmug mm am nuiu ms .j mean noi waning unm ne gets you Beating the official world s record of of Algonac, Mich., today won the naShe rushed to her room. He tried
1. i
III A
la thoa
f
him, he is hard to beat, but he has a n.nt..
man llnthan'Onn
I1C Will
fAITli. lllin- - 111
""aim 4hnn
miles an hour was attained tional speed contest, a seven mile she reached the door he warned her: t- - catch her, but she made sure this
iwy HI1U Uliee, lui
hioujcbouh. Un ia
uici,
lot of trouble in getting it over the though, when he is right. I have self to the limit then and he's likelv here today by both Emile Vedrines rrotor boat race, the feature of the
"You won't run away, will you? It time, and entering, locked the door
found that it's a good thing to smash to fool you.
plate.
Hitting the first one is and Maurice Provost, two French Kansas City Yacht club's regatta. Her wouldn't be a nice thing to do, and behind her.
Each series has had its pitching away at the Rube.
good stuff against
Matty. Waiting aviators. They were flying In the time was eleven minutes and nine sec- you won't do it, will you?"
"Open that door!" he demanded.
star in the past and I would not be Of course, I use a different system them out is the proper caper against elimination trials to select a French onds. The "Oregon Kid" with S. W.
"No!" almost shrieked his wife, "I "Do you hear me? Open that door!"
surprised to see Demaree out in front against the various New York pitch Tesreau if he is as wild as usual. He team for the international aeroplane Brock, of Portland, Ore., at the helm. won't run away."
There was no answer. He caught
this fall. Matty may come through ers, just as I do against all other has more trouble getting the ball over cup race next Monday. Vedrines, Pro- was second. The "Tango" was dis
"Very well then, come over here up an iron from the open fireplace.
with some great games, but the teams. You always figure on a man's la a pinch than either Matty, Map vost and Eugene Gilbert were chosen abled by
me."
smashed the panel of the door and
striking driftwood and was and sit down and drink with
chances are against it. He pitched control when you are facing him. A I quard or Demaree.
as the French representatives.
unable to finish.
It was no longer a request; it was a ',i,Bt,BJ in Ike a madman.
re:
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interested that lie arranged to sprnd
lust evruiiiK with the treasures of the
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UNITED STA1ES BANK

GO.

TRUST

S
X

Does a General Banking Business.
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Your Patronage Solicited

j

j
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JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

J.

B.

LAMY,

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:

County

II. Blanchard. of Orrillos, is at the
k'oronado hotel.
D. Y. Cotter, of Vaughn, is spend-- j
ins a few days In Santa Fe.
A. .1. Jaffa left yesterday
evening
for C.allup on a business trip.
State Treasurer O. N. Marron left
this afternoon for Albuquerque.
E. G. Stout, a business man of Al-- ;
litiquerqne, is at the Montezuma.
Former
Governor I.. Bradford
iPrince leaves this evening for Xew
iYcrk.
Wesley O. Connor, ,lr.. is spending a
'few (lays in Las Vegas, the guest of
j

t.

I I I

1 1

H

1 1 1

I

i I I I I

14

1 1 1

3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping. College St.,
FOR RENT
$18.00 per month.
5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
FOR RENT
$20.00 per month.
6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
FOR RENT
$35.00 per month.
300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
FOR SALE
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
Price $11,000.
all can be irrigated.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,

OIIHIW

H

HIHWHIHIIi'

V. Conway

e

L. A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

(INCORPORATED)
HCE!A.IDQ,TJ-A.ITEK,-

FOB

S

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

5US3?"

Your Business Solicited.

-

x

Phone '100 and 35 W.

uy For Cash

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this" with your

Flour

Hay, Grain

Give us a trial and let us show you.

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

W. A. WILLIAMS,

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.

Ask About This One
It Will

to Learn the Facts

Not Cost You Anything

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

SADDLE

MANAGER,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HAVWARD

k

HAS IT.

Quality--

Governs

Price

the

Elberta

Peaches

SlZTtXlSTATF FAID
Albuquerque,

f

Are Now

N. IH.

At Their Best

CLOWS BANKERS
INDICTED BY
GRAND JURY
Clovis, N. M., Sept. 27. President
L. C. Went, and Cashier M. Boyle, of
ficers of the American Bank and Trust
Co., here, which was closed several
months ago by the state traveling auditor, were indicted yesterday by the
Curry county grand jury. Both men
are charged with having unlawfully
received deposits in their bank when
they knew the institution to be in-

solvent.
The grand jury reported twelve
other true bills, and resumed its deliberations. It is expected to render a
final report tomorrow.
ADDITIONAL

TIME IS GIVEN
TO PREPARE APPEAL

Francisco. Sept. 27. Twenty
days additional time was granted today by Judge Van Fleet to counsel
for Maury 1. Diggs and F. Drew
under sentence for violations of
the Mann white slave traffic act. in
which to file applications with the
United States court of appeals for an
appeal.
The stay of'execution on which the
defendants are now out on bail, was
extended accordingly.
San

OCTOBER

6 TO

11,

1913.

Special Excursion Rates

This week we will sur
prise you in the way of
QUALITY

One Pare for the Round Trip from All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque and Return.

Will be good color, firm
and free from defects.

From Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

Fancy Bartlett Pears

$3.45

DATES OF SALE, OCT. 4TH TO 11TH.

RETURN LIMIT, OCT.

F. & P. A.,
El Paso, Texas.

H. S. LUTZ,

Week-T-

he

Best Canning Pear.

13, 1913

H. S.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
W. R. BROWN, G.

This

Afent,

Santa Fe, N.

M.

KAUNE

GO.

Where Prices ar
For Sflf Ouailtv.

B-- st

Cami-nett-

i,

TEXAS UNDER
WATER DUE TO FLOODS.
Houston, Texas, Sept. 27. Serious
flood conditions resulting from recent
SOUTH

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE,

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Phone 139.

On Sale Daily,
September 25 to
October 1013

THERE

310 San FrancUco St.

WANTED

WILL BE THOUSANDS OF STENOGRAPHERS

who can write SPANISH and ENGLISH in
Shorthand and Typewriting. A few days
ago WASHINGTON wanted a youth or woman
who could do this, and not one could be found.
I
They applied to me, but could not find a person capable. DO PREPARE FOR A GOOD
POSITION. We teach Bookkeeping, Spelling,
Grammar and other business subjects.

Very Low Fare
to nearly all points in California, the Northwest, and many
places intermediate.
Liberal stopover privileges.
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
carried on Santa Fe Fast Trains.

SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE,
WALTER NORTON.

Niriit and Dav.

Three trains daily from Kansas
City to California.
conducted

Personally

KRICKeS"

HENRY

For literature, fare and service
from here, apply to

H.
SANTA

S.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMFS KEG and INBOTTLE BEER

LUTZ, AGENT,

BOTTLES

BUDWEISER

NEW MEXICO.

FE,

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
A?ent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe. New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

LEESE & LOFTUS
ESPAIN0LA LlVERY.i

Teams to the Cliff

Dwell-

ings at Reasonable Prices
Phone Livery, Espanola,

j

N. M.

HELLO
THE

PURE FOOD
GROCERY
Phone 262.
ONCE

PHILOSOPHER
"KEEP GOOD NATUR-e'till 10 a. m. and the Balance of the Day will take care
of itself." Let us help you keep
good natured, a good Breakfast
requires good Groceries, get the
best from us.
We have received all our new
and other
"Quaker" Foods
Fatrnlnaceous goods. Everything
In the line this year's
pack,
fresh and sweet.
Yellow
and
Quaker White
Cornmeal.
Rolled Oates, (all sizes).
Grains of Gold.
Mother's Wheat Hearts.
Pearl Hominy.
Hominy Grits.
Nudavene Flakes.
Puffed Corn (the newest).
A

SAID:

New Mexico

riuTi cc
II

Pearl Barley.
Breakfast Food
Pettijohn's
and lots of others.
The prices are as pleasing as
the Quality. If you have not
enough left for tomorrow morning's Brekfast, please call up
NOW.

Modern Grocery fo.

excessive rainfall are reported today
throughout southwest Texas.
Damage to cotton is reported in the
"The Quality Shop"
Refugio district where the Mission
'
river has overflowed low lands. At
PHONIT '
Brownsville, the Rio Grande is bank-ful-- l
and is expected to overflow low-- rUV) nnnnnnnjuuuuinnnnnnnn truJ
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ii

t17

1(1

I

I
I

East
or
West!

For Rates and Full Information Call On or AddreM
L. H GIBSON. T.. F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
r EUGENE FOX, G. Pas. Agt., E. P.;& S., EL PASO, TEX.

ELKS' THEATER,

d

Puffed Rice.
Puffed Wheat.

u M
Tfi piniinr-onrIU ULUUUUIIUI I, .

The

Best
Route

YES, THIS IS

IB

TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
Central and El Paso & Southwestern.

B

OHHIM

nrL

r

5T

OW SUMME

GOOD TEAMS
AT ALL TIMES

8

and Price the Quality

!

Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
with depth of about 220 feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,

Where

PROPRIETOR.

WHEN THE PANAMA CANAL OPENS

e

S.

-

-

GENERAL LIVERY

Colonist
Tickets to
California

e

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

STREET.

THE STAR BARN

j

e

I

SAN FRANCISCO

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

j

j

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT- display
FILIGREE JEWELRY IVE GIFT. See ourButtons.
I
of Necklaces, Cuif
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All J
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful .
pieces of jewelry.

I

-

AGENTS pthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

-

j

-

Lumber and Transfer Co.

WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.

j

-

CO.

GOODS

I
VAI
I UU

ter to teachers In the county showing
We also show vou two other lines
that the truant law is to be enforced:
of BEAUTIFUL WOOLE.VK, and
"To the Teacher.
give you a selection of 1.100 differ"Furnish this ollice with a list of ent
patterns.
in
enrolled
children with ages,
your
CUSTOM TAILORING,
school during the month, and every LINDHARDT,
Send names of
month thereafter.
125 Palace Ave.
children, between the ages of 7 and 14
years, who are attending some school.
Have clerk of directors furnish you lands before night.
Corpus Christi, Kingsville and other
with a copy of the last school census.
in cities report almost unprecedented
Make immediate report of work
progress for rural school exhibit. He- precipitation. In Bay City, Matagorsecnons
ia. ami omer nun
mm nils ane
anlmn
unit
make suggestions for improvements, alarm is felt, growers, estimating their
...
ai many uh.um.iu,
jAppl.N to the clerk for the necessary! lssen aireany
work
on
to
exhibit
carry
mjnoiiais.
supplies
manual training and domestic science.
Foley Kidney Fills cure obstinate
If vou attended the Santa Fe county
teachers' institute, vou know just cases of kidney and bladder trouble,
because
and lumbago,
what is expected, and ir you did not, rheumatism
,
You can not
cause.
remove
the
thev
...
,.,(!.,
j
men pieaae
wiur iui iinui inuuwu,
curative medicine
work tor the rural school exhibit is take this honest
sysiem wnnuui neiung uic
compulsory, aud ii evenPH will lie iic- into your
right results. Try them. The Capital
cepted.
"Enclosed you will find copies of Pharmacy.
the district attorney's Jetter, witli reference to the compulsory school attendance law. Please post this letter
the
in a conspicuous place about
school house. Head this letter to your
pupils at least once .a week, and
if necessary. Let it be widely
known throughout the district, that
the law will he enforced to the very
letter. Ueport immediately, all viola,OI's to the county school superintend-

DRY

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW

Your
from Mill to man direct,
clinics of fiOO patterns, in worsteds,
series, cheviots, cassimeres, diagonals, and every known pure wool
fabric. We make you the price of

'

FIVE

.;

MEASURE, $25 and $35
Values in All Wool Fabrics

:.....
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ADOLF

TO

School Superintendent John
has sent the following let-

... lrw.tinrrl
... - rpliirnerl Insv m, nj. w
evening from Estancia where he had
been on legal business.
Governor M. A. Otero was in
yesterday to attend the fun'eral of Col. Perfecto Arntijo.
Attorney Francis E. Wood, who has
l een here on the Garcia case, return-e to the Duke City this afternoon.
of
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Smith
Dallas, Texas, are visitors in the city.
'They are registered at the De Vargas,
T. A. Hayden has gone to Las Ve.gas
for a visit with friends in the Meadow
City. Mrs. Hayden has been there sevieral days.
Miss Nettie B. Wells leaves tomor-- ,
row for I'ueblo where she will stop for
a few days after which she will go to
Kansas City.
E. M. Swayze, of Colorado Springs,
travutinu fur Kllflv mill EllllV BDHHl1
"Make certain that your monthly recompany, is in the city. He will re-- i
main here for a few days.
port is attached to your monthly sal-- ;
this will avoid delay in
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the niount-- I nry warrant,same.
approving
c.1 police, returned last evening from
"The Santa Fe county rural school
Ms tancia where he hail been attending
exhibit, which will be held next Janthe sessions of the district court,
district attorney uary, will be first class in every reH. I!. Hamilton,
'
for the third district, arrived here spect, and It behooves all teachers to
in the enyesterday afternoon from Kstancia put forth their best efforts
and left last evening for his home at deavor to present a most creilitabi
exhibit from their respective schools.
Cf.Trizozo.
Dr. Marshall Davis Ewe!, noted To this end I would suggest you keen
informed as to the progress
handwriting expert who lias been in this office
week to week.
!the city testifying in the Garcia case in your school from
"Most sincerely yours,
before Judge Pope, leaves this even-- j
"JOHN V. CON'WAY,
ing for his home in Chicago.
"County Superintendent."
Col. Ralph E. Twitcholl, president of
ithe board of exposition commission-jers- ,
will leave this evening for Raton
25 PHVSICIANS
to present the plans of the. commiARE INDICTED AT
ssion and discuss Xew Mexico's part in
jtlie exposition at. San Diego in 1!)t.".
ALBUQUERQUE
Mrs. Joseph B. West and .Mrs. John
!Ford Brent, of Xew Orleans, were
In27.
Albuquerque. N. Jl., Sept.
New Mexico Museum visitors yester
physi
against twenty-livday. They heard a lecture by Dr.
gar !.. Hewett at Colorado Springs a cians, or practically every meuicai
to man in Albiin.iieru.ue, were returned
few months ago and determined
visit Santa Fe. Both were delighted last night by the Ilernalillo county
are
'with Santa Fe and Mrs. Tlrent prom- grand
jury. The physicians
ised to attend the Summer School next charged with failure to report births
and deaths as required by the state
,year.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Housnian, after law.
The grand jury, which made its Anspending a delightful two weeks on
the Mora, fishing and hunting, left on al report to Judge Ftaynolds of the
Ithe 8:50 train last evening for Iheir district court at 8:45 o'clock last night
home In Hurley. They report good submitted at the name time indictAlbuquer
prospects for large game later on, us ments against twenty-fivdeer tracks were plentiful, and one que physicians.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
seen.
was
fox
large
The doctors are charged with viola-Bousman are both good marksmen and turn of the statute which requires
fond of the sport, and they hope to their tiling death certificates with the
come up later, when the season is county clerk. The offense is a misdeopen, to try their skill. The trip on meanor.
The doctors indicted are:
this occasion was made over the trail C. A. Frank, G. S. JUcLandress,
J. S.
on horseback, a driver preceding them Kasterday, .1. A. Reidy, V. W. Spargo,
a day with tents and supplies.
S. L. Burton, 11. T. Murphy, J. W. ColAmong the visitors to the Xew Mex- bert, J. F. T'earce, A, G. Shortle, C H.
ico Museum yesterday was Dr. Mar Conner, Evelyn Frisbie, V. G. Hope,
D.
II.
shall D. Ewell, of Chicago, one of the i
M. Clavton. K. L. II list,
oldest graduates of Ann Arbor and or Carnes, .1. W. Elder, M. K. W'ylder,
nation-widfame as a lawyer, physi- E. Osuna, J. S. Cipes, Margaret
cian, lecturer, author and editor. Dr.
E. W. Richardson, J. H. Wroth
Ewell declared that nowhere else in and U G. Rice.
the United States can be found so
other indictments were
Thirty-fivunique a museum and added that the returned, but a number will not be
state of Xew Mexico has every rea- published until the sheriff's deputies
son to be proud of the institution. urfoal tlio nprunlm indicted.
He simply marveled at the effective
One indictment for murder in the
work that has been accomplished in a first degree was found. This was
and
scientific and yet popular
patriotic against Guillermo Mata, who last sumvvav bv this new state. He became so mer stabbed Silvano
Gallegos, an aged
man, in the throat, inflicting a wound
from which Gallegos died an hour
later at a hospital. Mata was capGO. tured the day after the killing and has
KAUNE
H,
been in the county jail since then.
l
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TEACHERS ABOUT
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Telephone tne Postal Tele- graph company If you do not get $
your paper and one will be de- N
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Just Sign and Cash

tcm of (lie charivari. A young man and it might continue for years. In
and a young woman were duly and any event the American government
Your second signature on these "A. B. A."
properly married and when they had has acted wisely in protecting life.
reached their lionie a hand of what Damages for property losses can he
Cheques makes them good and identifies you.
were in reality hoodlums but who collected when the country becomes
No further introduction is necessary. 50,000
passed as the best young people of peaceful. Moswell Record,
banks throughout the world will cash them at sight.
the town surrounded the house of the
Doesn't Wait,
They may be used, without converting them into currency, for hotel
that
and
married
began
couple
young
Frankie Maddox and Epne Black
bills, railway and steamship tares and for purchases in the principal
uncouth and uncivilized custom of eel-,lshops. The best kind of "travel money" abroad or ia the United
jded aftpr Qne w(jek , BCho0,
as
charivari.
the
ion
known
States. Issued in $10, $20, $50 and $100 by
i brat
that they had KOne (ar enough m
..
and
earned
hooted
and
They yelled
and s0
S((jking
..ook.,arnln.
on in the silly and unfettered manner pn
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
geptember 9th these worthles, wlth
which is supposed to be the proper onfl mthm
mare bptween thenl(
once
but
for
SURPLUS JND PROFITS, $245,000.00.
thing in such cases
CAPITAL,
departed for timber line heights, to
authorities interfered and the unusua 1, b
,
g
,e
re
happened The police took a hand and
and
lmterate.
hustled he whole bunch off to the
meddlesome
town jail and there they we e he Id,
till they each gave a bo id tor then,
J
appearance n court to answer lo a Merfere.
Th s might be called the
the
of
peace.
disturbing
charge
humorous side of the quest on. But
At mis pomi m i ne ,,.uun.
..".I,,.- - sprions nart is that these two bovs
vanished
humorous side of the thing
are getting farther away from the
and the serious side appeared as it seventh grade every day they are out
for
... cnlinnl
should have done. It is a matter
aAirlr.
ia til o t tl.nv
u
congraiunu.on io uie
ib, aa ,ime
Rg
linois town that "ey arreated the,
t
know
hoodlums and let
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
affair was not one bit funny and that
v'
the community did not so consider it.
HOME
It lias never seemed to me that bePI ITHI)
cause a couple wanted to marry that
MAkfCC
IQI)
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
a lot of ill bred persons who think jOtllR I UK ULAl I IflHlXLO
smart
should
a
trick,
are
doing
they
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
be permitted to insult, them in the
AN ADDRESS
Central Location.
It is a
manner of the charivari.
and
good
for
time
congratulation
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms
cheer and merriment and fellowship
VIRGINIA
THE
TO
OF
WEST
PROGRESSIVES
affront.
and
and not for indignity
We are trying in this country to
WHEN
THEY NOMINATE GEORGE A.
bring ourselves and the children up
LAUGHLIN
THE SENthe
to
FOR CONGRESS
teach
to a higher level and
i
iii
things that, are elevating rather than
HARD
ON
STANDPATTERS.
ATOR IS
see
to
that
am glad
debasing and
M ENT
I
the police in one town at least are aidonly hope t he
Moundsville. W. Va Sept. 27. Sen- ing in he endeavor.
atol. Moses E c'lapp, of Minnesota, in
spirit will spread and that tne anion
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
of the Oak Park officers will be fol- a,i(r,,B8jg the' delegates to a conven-loweelsev here.
Proprietor of the
tjon ot- the Progressive party for the
first West Virginia congressional dis- MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
of
AMAM
PHITHRR trict here declared that the forces
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
IWIlw TUP
pvil which are nlwnvs at work in 1)0- The Best That Can be Bought !
lltical parties so corrupted the ReMARCUS
CATTON,
AT ANY PRICE
Are Resuming.
publican party that the
Famous
the
of
Son
withIn the Balkan region they are pickto
it
was forced
element, in
Take no chances on either
ng the cannon balls out of the land- draw and form a separate organizawhen a small amount will give
"BILLY" CATTON,

HANDY LITTLE
CHANGER HERSELF.
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Diggs I see Henpeck didn't join
the lodge. Change his wind?
was intended to prewatthe
Daggs No, he didn't have to. Ilia
provision in the tariff bill which
exterminating of wild birds and included in this list would be the heton. wife attended to that.
the bird that furnishes the pet plume for my lady's hat.
as ' she is spoke,
This is Senator Reed s contribution to the lield of humor
THE BYSTANDER
nation's
the
at
capital:
in the congressional halls
and
leathers
its
for
use
except
of
SEES IT.
not
is
any
If you have a bird that
t
food just of
has no occupation but eating fish which furnish
think God Almighty
that bird except for its feathers? What does theansenator
ornament.
How Long?
made it for. anyway? Certainly a heron is not
should be any sympathy or
"I reallv honesllv want to know why there
ves in
Frequently we hear the question
that
bird
sentiment about a
does the honeyand things of that kind why asked: "How long
seemed to
swamps and eats tadpoles and fish and crawfish
some lady adorns her hat moon last?" It has always
we should worrv ourselves into a frenzy because
for each
a
was
it
me
that
question
it
has.
use
themwith one of its feathers, which appears to be the only
he missed the married couple to answer for
but
was
funny,
very
Missouri
from
senator
as long
The learned
of the amend- - selves and htat it would last
value
true
see
the
to
failed
and
real intent of the provision
as the newly weds wanted it to. It
if those who are
"'""'it is not the heron alone that those who favored this particular measure can last fiftyof years
the niatler want it too,
the arbiters
threatened
was
which
life
wild
bird
were endeavoring to protect, but the
shadow of final
were members of the or it can last until the
with extermination and il is fortunate that there
falls and the ties here are
no
separation
if
result
final
to
see
the
,! the house who were broad enough
broken, or it can last a few weeks or
were not inserted.
action were taken and the provisions for bird protection
few minutes.
- a
who
are
particuThose urging this action were not alone the naturalists
The Washington people have a
but the supporters came
bird
our
life,
of
in
the
preservation
invested
i..,v
chance to see a little of the honeywere willing to fore-gfrom many of our best representative women who
on their hats tor moon business as a good many newly
ornament
established
(he
of
long
having
the pleasure
which would married couples go there for their
the higher purpose of saving the birds from total annihilation,
wedding trip and the honeymoon is
be the ultimate result.
given an exhibition there in all its
had
heron
disapthe
when
that
to
consider
The senator did not stop
beauty and otherwise.
uuu
onus
u.i.
me
on
oiner
neared the onslaught would be continued
Some of the people of the capital
ana
nsn,
eat
ilid
not
agn- tion.
;iml
tadpoles
Iikvp long legs, long necks, long beaks
were talking of it the other night
in
you the protection that you
jCitv
who will manage his billiard pararc
positive
protection
birds and those which
The line, usually Is clearly drawn bewas
present
..o tt.u
need, and when you do use inlors and instruct tiiose desiring to
uie ilcwllv pnpmip laud a congressman
Is Kept Busy.
and
tween
reactionary
Progressive
the wa of the destruction of certain insects, recognizeu
reminded
he said the conversation
surance get the best, as it is
learn the game. All new tables,
birth
events
the
but
before
he
to
follow
said,
tries
who
man
The
parties,
to the. grain products and the fruits or the orchards.
which
to the him of a friend's honeymoon
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
inthe
line
the
of
cheapest, and
the
the
party
Progressive
Mexico
telegraphic
in
Senator Herd's remarks may have been all right as a contribution
through
lasted just twelve days, and he had
lounging room for those who cater
has :i task on Ills hands. The stead of being drawn between the ReHeld of American humor, but otherwise they are cheap stuff.
ALWAYS SEE
the story from the friend himse
the
to
pastime.
publican and Democratic parties was
The man who was the victim of the only real fact discoverable is that
s
drawn through them. There were
brief honeymoon told the story thus: mighty little is known anout arrai-EVKRVONE WELCOME I
M.
in
IT LOOKS INTERESTING
Progressives and reactionaries
was this way: One evening my there. Silver City Independent.
week which
last
"It
editorial
in
observation
botli
in
class
I'nlliers' makes this striking
is
the
former
it
and
both,
Not Necessary.
Office United States Bank Building
wife and I were partners in a game
is fuLl of significance:
(FIRST FLOOR)
When a man advertises for a wife which forms the new Progressive parmm mummmm
of Massachu of Five Hundred, and before we had
1, roe
for governor
candidates
"
,11, .it mis,
wue .Yt"W
ty.
not
necessarily
Re- ........
who has purchased the insurplayed four hands I was telling her and gets her, it does
parties Democratic. Progressive,
hour
an
for
Senator
spoke
She
....,.,,!,,,. the three miwerful
Clapp
Walker that she wasn't wise on cards and she follow that advertising pays.
ance Business of the L. A.
and forcibly and made a
Todav two of these candidates are in different parties.
niililipiin.
may not be able to support him in the earnestly
Foss. J)emo-jwacaning me a sun pie iie,uueu
turned
Progressive.
has
of
a
ago
candidate
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
year
impression upon his hearers.
profound
Raton
Republican
to
live.
is
accustomed
he
way
icl
.NOIIUIlK
l,unciitriii-in Hp Hellll ICIlll party.
ui.,i..
He was particularly severe in his
good
companies, good protection
cratic candidate of a year ago
is
an
not
against
This
argument
in
the
of
Range
it
Out
He
5
criticism of the standpatters.
cnnlrt Letter illustrate the ferment m American pontic
Frocks and Frills.
but just one instance of the
cards,
come.."
will
tariff
the
a
definite
that
alignment
course of time
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
Professor Shepard, of the TTnivcr charged
fluid time a honeymoon can last, or the
act was framed solely to benefit a few
This shows a most remarkable condition of affairs in the political
of time beyond which it can't wity of Chicago, knocks "America" as
space
effect
a
that
and
its
interests
parallel.
and one that is almost without,
song. be- - favored
to forsake pait last. It is all a matter ot the desire ot a representative national
European Plan.
.,..,1 lli,.io.
- flnaa.
It speaks of a condition of unrest and a disposition
"
ones who are controlling the des- cause there are no "rocks and rills" to "P""
the
TAGE LINE
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,..
was not considered,
,,..,.
mniroies
Hues and to act innepeiuieu,
not
and
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of
the
love around Chicago.
by
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.......
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where
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He was less 1
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tar- - 1 241 San Francisco Street.
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declaration
Bounds
Trains.
signincauce
The following
'seasons that comes into a man's life ing through the hills, and pumpkins
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
iff law.
to give no ouiinei.
to show- - umssms
Leaves Barranca on the arrival
by Barnes, who evidently wanted
around the chances
York in the national from first to last. It all goes
u,Cui,c
New
of
upon
the
state
of
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party
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the
"We instruct
representative
the north bound train and arrive al
are that Artesia citizens will go
as practicable, ;ou how little mailers somi.nies ui
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tne
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convention
a
national
to
that
nmnmittee
urge
winter season in first class con-- j
things hinge, and how great a fire a
Taoa at 7 p. m,
wpre chjm labor )PKiBlation, equa,
to change the party rules, so as:
little spark may kindle. That a game dition. Artesia Advocate.
Ten mile shorter than any other
Hffrage and the initiative, referenconventions
delegates
"1
To provide that in the call for future national,
of Five Hundred could break up a
He's
Dreaming.
dum nnd ,.ecall
the
way. Good covered hacks and gooa
was
are to' be chosen in each state in the manner preferred ofbythe Republican honeymoon only goes to show that you
not; T,)p convention nominated George
Ceorge Curry's marriage
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
congressional never can tell what's going to come
voters in each state. We, however, urge the continuance
unexpected. A few days ago we saw A Langhlin, a wealthy Wheeling man-furnished commercial men to take In
of
next.
basis
as
representation.
in
the
Collier's Weekly faetlireri by acclamation to fill the
district
George's picture
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudi
shall
here
convention
Be
Natural.
national
a
Must
in
the
of
To insure that representation
vaeanccreated when Congressman
fervently extolling the merits
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station.
cast in the several
There is one thing that, cannot be brand of pipe tobacco. When an Jonn w Davis resigned to accept ap-after be based more nearly on the Republican vote actually received the unais
the
and
in
that
this
world,
like
George p0jntment by President Wilson as so- ardent
cigarettist
states and congressional districts, which just principleYork at. the national taught
human instinct. That is a thing that switches to a pipe it can mean but )i(,itor general of the United States,
nimous support of the delegation from the state of New
must be born in the blood and bred one thing. He is dreaming of a
convention of 1H0S; and,
Ju(lge Edwin Maxwell and ra B.
reiu the bone, and yet there is nothing home with an open hreplaee a long-- ;
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other
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that
in all the world
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auey tpre(1 a conference before the conven-- '
Jt was Root and Stlmsou who put it through.
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Rather our aim should be to bring the
Deming
there's the pity.
Mrs. McCord is a woman of rare Iier.
not duplicated in any other medicine
of the greatest possible number of people.
FROM SANTA FE, MM.
The money spent on the funeral of personality, charming manners, gra- we love her, we shall miss the
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cious to all whom she meets.
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Favorite

Spilled a Little Milk.
This morning the Harris milk wagseon, loaded to capacity, suffered a
vere jolting when the team pulling it
ran away on Fifth street. The horses
were startled by a heavy fall of snow
from a tree under which they were
standing and started ou a swift run
down the street. In a collision with
a tree in front of the G. A. Fleming
residence, they were forcibly stopped
and soon taken charge of by the
driver. Several bottles of milk were
broken, but otherwise no damage was
done. Las Vegas Optic.
A Fine Mess.
A mess of 30 fine trout, measuring

GRAB

THE

A

HOUSE-CAU-

CUS

IS

SYMPTOM

Prescription

consid-jerabl-

ing the boy would die. Frank I.tewel-- '
lyn was one of the boys with him but
we did not learn the names of the oth-- :

Las t'ruees Republican.

Squirrels For Raton Park.
The following dispatch from Chii
cago, under date of September 1!),
acted the attention of Judge Oliver
of our city, who has written to see
if the authorities of Evanston will not
send us a number of the squirrels condemned to death by that city, for
stocking our city park and Goat hill.
The judge isn't "making a noise like a
nut," but all the same he is hoping
to catch a few squirrels.
"Evanston has decreed the death of
its squirrels. Protectel for years by
law, they have grown so numerous
and fearless that the people complained.
The cut holes in roofs, build
nests in garrets and chased away
birds. Xow the city council has repealed the protecting ordinance, and
tomorrow a horde of "sportsmen" and
small boys with guns and clubs will
restore fear to the hearts of the onetime pets. Anybody who looks like a
niuirrel had better keep away from
Evanston." Raton Range.
at-t-

in length from eight to twelve inches,
were sent The Index force by Bill
May from Rockwood last week while
They Wanted a Ride.
we were at the Farmington fair. Tat-maof a freight train
A peculiar hold-u& Owens kindly placed the finny occurred Tuesday evening, right at
imbeauties in their Ice box, under the
nightfall, which seemed to have for
pression that the package contained its object only a ride to the section
meat. Arch handed them over the house at Jake's Spring. About one
next day, and when he saw what they mile south of Carrizozo the train
were he almost collapsed. "Gosh, if I was flagged and the engineer, thinkhad only known," he said. But he ing something wrong with the track,
would have handed them over just the stopped the train. Two men climbed
same, as that is his style. And, say, but upon the engine and wanted to ride.
the way those fish disappeared was Engineer Cook, during the parley,
not slow, once we got them home and went back to the caboose to have the
conductor notify the authorities here,
nicely browned. Aztec Index.
which was done, leaving Firemen I.eg-get- t
Stock.
Adds To
with the two men.
We Taylor returned Tuesday from On his return to the engine the
fine
Topeka, Kan., with twenty-twengineer discovered the fireman in a
in
dairy cows which he purchased of fight with the two men, it later deKansas for H. U Larsb. Three
veloping that the fireman had attemptthese are fullbted Holsteins, worth ed to put the intruders off the engine.
other"
The
each.
to
In the scramble one of the men struck
$175
from $150
A good the fireman in the head with a shovel
range high in price and grade. morn-inand while the fireman was down he
bull is with the lot. Yesterday
Mr. Larsh had an addition to his was again struck in the head with the
same tool. The men making the atherd, a fine heifer calf.
Mr. Larsh will go Into the dairy bus- tack hurriedly left, striking across the
iness in a scientific manner, weighing country toward the mal pias. In the
rations to the cows and keeping ac- meantime the train had moved to Polcount of what each cow produces. He ly, where Trainmaster Fairbanks had
had several chances to sell the new speeded in his car with a fireman to
calf yesterday and today, but refused relieve the one wounded, and also had
to part with it, saying that a man go- Deputy Sheriff Roberts who went to

Thompson :
Hon. Charles M. Thompson,
House of Representatives,

Washington, T). C.
Townsend's statement in press that
Southern Pacific is accounting to gov-- j
eminent for oil taken from California
lands absolutely false. Assistant At-torney General Knaebel is now seek-- i
ing to get to supreme court by back-- I
door methods. Admissions in Burke
case favor of railroad company and
against mining claimants and govern-meat. About fifty Southern Pacific
drilling rigs running continuously on
lands from which it takes millions in
oil. Government's four years delay
absolutely inexcusable and greatly adButto
railroad
company.
vantageous
ler only man in department of justice
who did effective work, dismissed May
thirty first last at Knaebel's request
without cause or hearing when rail-- '
road learned he was preparing to ap
ply for injunction and receiver and
was ready to institute additional suits
to protect government's interests and
absolutely nothing done by depart-rnent of justice since. Evidence ex- lets that department officers seek to
establish title in railroad. The whole
is crooked and should be thoroughly investigated by congress ini-- ;
mediately. It is rotten.
I

-

!

i

Of More Serious Illness Ap- proaching. Mrs. Ben- der's Case.

AGAIN.

t,

NEWS OF THE STATE
ers.

LAND

SOUTHERN

(Ity Gilson Gardner.)
Sept. 27.
Washington, 1).
Thompson, of Illinois, the
man who stirred up the Southern Pacific California oil lands grab with his
resolution a day of so ago, is receiv
ing telegrams and letters from all
arts ot the country commending his
ac tion.
Some of them throw
additional light on this delay-jei- l
government suit. A wire from D.
J Iliukley, of Los Angeles, Calif., adds
a new feature to the case. Illnkley is
cue of the prominent attorneys for a
group of mineral claimants who filed
cr the land which is being illegally
These
held by the Southern Pacific.
claimants, on the advice of Ilinkey, re-fused to join with the Burke group of
claimants in their suit. The Burke
suit, in which, by direction of Assist-i.ut Attorney General Knaebel, the
government joined, took the weakest
possible legal position, contending
that patent had passed to the Southern Pacific, instead of contending that
the excluding clause prevented the
passage of title. Hinkley in co operation with Butler, the man who dug up
the case originally, refused to aid in
prejudicing the government's case by
joining in the Burke suit. Here is
what he has to say about it, in a wire
received
Representative
by
just

5lllllllllllilllll!HillHUHHI!llliEIHiliHIII"'!"Hi!31,il"ll,ul,",!,5

Killed Three Lions.
Three mountain lions were killed on
the ranch of W. C. Stlsby in the Burro
mountains last week, two being killed
in one night by his herders. The lions
came up to the corrals looking for a
meal of angora kid and were treed by
the dogs and shot. The largest of
the three measured over eight feet
from tip to tip. It is some years since
lions have been bothersome in the
Silver City Independent,
Burros.

OIL

ON THE

CANNOT FIND

why you should be so unfortunate, when you have at your
thou?
disposal a remedyTch as Dr. Pierce's Favorite
.
u for n merits neiml ar to women. We have
a -n.mpi
Afx
i
iur uvoi v jr
Jn1
fll
lU
u
iiiniinin
sanaa upon mousanuB
"ds.
accumulation of 40 years testify in to its
Neither narcotics nor alcohol are to bo
Regulates
found in thiB famous prescription.
Overcomes
irregularities. Correct displacements.
.
iont'B
upnent-Bjaiiujta
paUUUi periOOB.
perfect health. Sold by dealers in medicines,
nr tAlilur. fnrm.
in
rp"
i)r. Pierce' Medical Adviser, newlyhosts
edition, anmcvrs
tited
of delicate attention about which every
woman, single or marnea ougnc 10 khviv.

A

PROGRAM!

D. J. HINKLEY,
(.Signed)
Mr. Thompson is investigating

the
record of Assistant Attorney General
Knaebel, who is a Guggenheim appointee held over from the Taft ad-ministration, with a view to taking
further action in the case.
j

Representative Grosser, of Ohio, is
busy doing missionary work on mem-- '
bers of the house committee on the
District of Columbia, trying to secure
action on his resolution calling for
municipal ownership of street rail-- j
ways in Washington. Grosser is try-- j
ii.g to secure a bearing on his bill, and
Representative Ben Johnson, chair-- I
man of the committee, is inclined to
grant suc h a hearing. Mr. Grosser
!a)so wants the committee to employ
the services of an expert in street rail-- I
way valuation to check up on the
watered capitalization of the local
street railway companies with a view
to putting the real facts in the hands
cf the committee.

Backache is a symptom of organic
weakness or derangement. If you have
backache don't neglect it. To pet permanent relief you must reach the root
of the trouble. Head about Mrs. Bender's experience.
"About a year apo
St. James, Mo.
I was irregular, had cramps every month,
headache and conI
stant, backache.
took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's

Vegetab

e

Compound and used
Sanative Wash
and I am relieved of
ll mv trnV,l,.a
nrl
am in perfect heal th.
1
shall recommend
your medicine to all
my friends and you
may publish this tes- timonial for the benefit of other suffer-'nia- n
ing women." Miss Anna Bender, St.
:
tiunies, ivji4buuii,
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THE WEATHER

Hundreds Wealthy Mcm- sicking early marriage. Big list
ficr. Mission I'nity, San Francisco,
MAKHY

MRS. PRENTICE, PUPIL
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OF

RATION

AT

OF

MME.

OTHER

Ragland

SCHU-

Writes Interesting

Letter on This Subject.

ARTISTS

Cul.
'

For Rent Six room house completa-l- y
furnished. Good location. PossesMadison Heights, Va. .Mr. Chas. A. sion given between now and October
1st. (I. ('. Watson . Co.
Ragland, of this place, writes: "I have
been taking Thediord's
VANTED--T- o
handle
SALESMAN
for indigestion, and oilier stomach troubof calendars, leather goods, bank
line
les, also colds, and find it to be the very supplies, etc.; red hoi advertising for
best medicine I have ever used,
every line of business. Liberal
for a few
After taking
Bankers Supply Co, Iowa
I always feel like a new man."
days,
City. la.
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of full-- 1
Marry If you arc lonely, the reliaclub has
ness after eating, are sure symptoms of ble confidential successful
stomach trouble, and should be given Hie large number of wealthy, eligible memboth sexes, wishing early marproper treatment, as your strength and bers'
Mrs.
health depend very largely upon your riage. Descriptions tree.
Dux 2ti, Oakland. Cal.
food and its digestion.

MEETING OF FEDE-

WOMEN'S CLUBS.

Mrs. V. It. Prentice of Las Vegas
Black-Draug- ht
will sing cm the afternoon of October
8, at the meeting of the Federation )1
Women's Clubs. .Mrs. Prentice's voice
bus received careful cultivation and
Black-Draug- ht
she enjoys the distinction of having
.
Schiiinann-HeinkMine.
been coached
by
.Mrs. Prentice is a sister of
.Mrs. Hoover of this city.
Santa peans will be glad to learn
that Mrs. Frenger of Las Cnic-es- ,
a piunrnt
is
?l,os"
,
ilso
!lulown throughout the sta
appear on the program.
io Kei quin mu
of
Mine. Ada Pierce-Winn- ,
yuu suuuiu iac
que, assisted by .Mrs. W. t. Hargeni, irum uieac aiinicms,
recital El IIICUIllllC UtAUUWIl LWdllYV lllklll.
will give an interpretative
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the
Puccini's "La liohenie" on October 0
and will also be heard in tile Cad- - treatment of just such troubles, proves
e
Indian Songs at the closing
rea merit of Thedford's Blacktertainment of the Federation dele- - rvaueht. Safe,11nleasant. trentle in action.
"
"
it is sure
gates.
and without bad after-effeclo benefit both young and old. For sale
n. a
everywhere. Price 25c.
FE WOMAN'S
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Wru-lie-

will
teach several
WAXTBIV- -I
young men the automobile business in
I, p. weeks by mail and assist them lo
good position. No charge for tuition
until position is secured. Write today.
T,
S. Price, Automobile Kxpert, Box
403, Los Angeles, Calif.

Another Case.
..Six per cent loans on farms, or-e- l
"I have been taking SANTA
Dixon, Iowa.
ard lands, city resident or business
to buy, build, improve, exLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comproperty,
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pound for some time and it has done me
tend or refund mortages or other semuch good. My back troubled me very
MAKES
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WORK
much. It seemed weak. I had much
invited.
correspondence
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J
pain and I was not as regular as should
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board
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October 15th to 25th
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all points in New Mexico
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There
men's clothing advertising than
ever before.
There is standardization by
manufacturer and by dealer.
has
Newspaper advertising
been a great factor in this Improvement. It has been an education to the men and an inspiration to the trade.
Read the men's clothing announcements in daily newspapers like THE SANTA FE
NEW MEXICAN.
They are well

worth your
time a liberal education is
what's what, and who's who.
Be among the
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EVERYTHING
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UNTIL NOV.
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TQRRANCE

Grocery, Bakery and

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

del, llangum, Okla., 1,000 shares, and (the attendance and that everyone bad for the defendant.
Mr. Clancy also
Arthur Caddel,
Paris, Texas, 500 an enjoyable evening.
appeared for Sanchez vs. The Pueblo
shares.
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND OUR 99c of Isleta, Attorney Wilson renresent.
This is a suit
(SALE THIS WEEK; VALUES UPTOjlng the defendant.
Rio Arriba Schools.
THE WHITE HOUSE.
volving title to one half of the Le de
D. .Martinez, Jr., county
The Indians claim it
superin
Old Palace The columns made of radilla grant.
tendent of Rio Arriba county, has re- huge logs, have taken their stand in under an alleged patent from the IT.
ported on the. progress of the school front of the Old Palace and will form S.. The plaintiff also lays claim to
year in his county. So far but, few not a small part of the improvement half of the grant. This suit was taken
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SATURDAY,
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UP DEC. 8.

schools have started although he
slates thai many more will start on
October (ith. He estimates that there
will be 7.") to S'O school rooms in operation in the county before the year is
over.
The greatest need there, he
says, is for teachers, and 2."i or 30
could in nil probability be employed.
.according to his letter.

i

m the restoration of the Spanish por- tale. The thirteen workmen are busy
rushing the repairs and the public
v ill be glad to be able to walk with
freedom and ease under the old porii. le especially in muddy weather.
FOR REXT Five room modern
f
blocks from
house one and
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
Dead Word
Don Benigno Romero
was phoned to this city last evening
ct the death at Las Vegas at 9 p. m.
yesterday of Don Benigno Romero, a
prominent citizen of that place, and a
brother of Margarita and Eugenio Romero. The dead man has several relatives in this city. He was born at
Agua Fria near this city about sixty
years ago, moving to Las Vegas in the
infancy of that town.
FOR
GOODS
THE
THE BEST
LEAST MONEY AT THE WHITE
-

one-hal-

under advisement.

PIANO TUNING.
Thoroughly competent. Work guaranteed. Best of Santa Fe references.
Will be for a limited time at Mrs. Robinson's, phone 270 J. Otto K. Eichman.
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Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats,
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line of novelties in Ribbons,
Bands, Fancy and Ostrich Feathn

ers, Etc., are shown at

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST
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Geronimo fiesta with Indian
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the order of suspension and would be batteries. Gnagey and Ervien.
Mexico Penitentiary, Santa Fe, N. M.
To Entertain Don Juan Riano The
required to appoint a successor ad in
Tomorrow is Sunday. Why not in- terim.
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general The better the day the better the in royal style. The entertainment
committee of the chamber of comagrees with this view of the cases.
deed.
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